Experimental and theoretical aspects of the fundamental process of magnetic flux transfer (' field line reconnection ') are reviewed. Explosively rapid events are observed in a laboratory magnetoplasma device designed to test certain aspects of neutral point theories of the solar flare mechanism. In these events, ultra-fast release of magnetic energy through reconnection of field lines is effected by a conduction mode instability in which an abrupt upward transition to anomalous resistivity takes place in the neighbourhood of the X-point. The events are triggered when the X-point current density exceeds the conduction mode instability threshold. The energy that is released is that which is associated with the induced current system that supports field line reconnection under ordinary quiescent conditions. Many characteristics of the laboratory events and their associated phenomena, when appropriately scaled, show remarkable agreement with corresponding flare observational data. Some new directions for further development of flare theory are therefore recommended. These experiments indicate that a number of assumptions commonly made in theoretical analysis of the reconnection process are inappropriate. The flux transfer process can be well understood theoretically in terms of a simple circuit analogue which models the laboratory process.
Introduction
The possibility that reliance on faulty assumptions might be the root cause of continued frustration in the effort to develop a successful theory of the solar flare mechanism, led one of us (AB) in 1963 to develop a laboratory plasma apparatus known as the Double Inverse Pinch Device (DIPD) (Bratenahl & Yeates 1970, hereinafter referred to as BY). The DIPD was designed to put to laboratory test certain elements of flare theory proposed by Sweet (1958a). Laboratory testing of elements of a theory does not in general require the stringent scaling considerations of a simulation experiment, and strict principles were not followed in the design. It has come as a considerable surprise, therefore, that when the DIPD results are scaled up to solar conditions d posteriori a convincing case may be made that in a certain sense solar flare simulation has actually been achieved in the laboratory.
To be more specific about this simulation let us suppose, following Sweet's (1958a) proposal (also Syrovatsky 1970 ) that solar flares result from the interaction between the fields of two independent sources in a highly conducting plasma (e.g. two neighbouring bipolar sunspot groups), the interaction being driven by a steady alteration in arrangement or strength of those sources. Let us now further suppose, hypothetically, that the results of the DIPD experiments had been available prior to 1959 and that Sweet was thoroughly aware of them. It seems reasonably safe to conclude that he would have been impressed by the sequence of events observed in the DIPD: (1) a quiescent period in which the field lines of the two ' parental ' mapping regions or flux cells become reconnected on a locus of X-type neutral points to form new field lines in a 'daughter' mapping region or flux cell with an increasing reconnection rate approaching asymptotically, according to an LIR time constant z the rate that would occur with the same source alteration rate but in the total absence of an intervening conducting plasma (i.e. the vacuum rate). (2) the termination of this quiescent period in a short-lived episode in which magnetic energy is rapidly converted into high energy particles, X-rays, plasma acceleration, and large amplitude waves of various types travelling in various directions. (3) recovery of the system from this impulsive flux transfer event so as to enable a repeat performance. It seems equally safe to assume that Sweet would not have adopted his initial and fundamental assumption that the two field systems tend to flatten against each other to form a neutral current sheet for no such flattening nor any such sheet is observed in the DIPD and analysis now shows none can be expected with a flow velocity that is sub-Alfvhic or in the presence of a conductivity which though very large can never be regarded as infinite. As the DIPD studies progressed, it became apparent that Sweet's field flattening assumption was being put to the test. The DIPD experiments show field flattening to be a faulty assumption. The fact that this concept failed the test may help to explain why the development of flare theory has attained only limited success to date. When the DIPD results are scaled up to solar conditions and compared with real flare data the comparison suggests that the DIPD simulates the kind of flare mechanism Sweet might have developed had he not made the assumption of field flattening with the formation of a neutral current sheet.
The purpose of the present paper is to suggest a new model of the flare process, a revision, based on the DIPD results, of Sweet's (1958a) proposal. It incorporates modified elements of many theoretical ideas that have appeared both before and since 1958. The new model, as will be seen makes quite evident the requirement that analysis must be carried out on a global basis.
Based on suggestive laboratory evidence it now seems clear that the impulsive flux transfer event should be identified with the flare itself and the preceding quiescent period with the preflare state in which the flare energy is built up and stored in the neutral point current system whose growth is controlled by the L/R time constant z, noting furthermore that the flare is triggered by an overcurrent or, as we shall say, conduction mode instability which grossly reduces the z through a sudden and large increase in the resistive component R. The nature and cause of these explosive releases is now reasonably well understood (BY, Baum et al. 1973a, b, c; Baum & Bratenahl 1974a) .
Following a brief background review (Section 2.1 and 2.2) the structural aspects of the DIPD field will be compared (Section 3) with the structure of the kinds of fields one might expect to find in a complex sunspot group. This comparison reveals a close topological relationship between these two field types and helps to establish the relevance of the DIPD field to the purpose at hand.. This discussion of field structure serves also as preparation for the development of the concept of flux transfer which will be introduced first (Section 4) in a simplified form in terms of the transient analysis of an equivalent circuit analogue. Following this, the design, operation, diagnostics and results of the DIPD are summarized and discussed in Section 5. Much of the discussion of results will be aimed at the further development of the concept of flux transfer. The discussion will also show how energy is stored in the pre-event phase, describe the conduction mode instability, showing how it is triggered and how it brings about a rapid release of the stored energy. Finally the numerical results will then be scaled up to solar conditions (Section 6) for comparison with real flare data so as to demonstrate the quality of the simulation.
Background
Almost all flare theories depend in some way on magnetic fields to effect the flare's characteristically spectacular energy release, and this dependence on magnetic fields is supported by impressive observational evidence, for example: Bumba et al. (1968) ; Severny (1969) ; Sweet (1969), and Rust (1972) . As noted by Syrovatsky (1970) the magnetic field dependence may be passive as in the theories of Elliot (1969), and Pneuman (1968) , or it may be active as in the interruption of field aligned currents of AlfvCn & Carlquist (1967) . However, the most enduring notion, one that has stimulated by far the greatest theoretical effort involves the reconnection of magnetic field lines at X-type neutral points (Dungey 1963) . A particularly populzr variant of this magnetically active or driven flare calls on the merging of antiparallel fields through resistive diffusion across neutral current sheets resulting in so-called field annihilation.
This line of thought began when observations inspired Giovanelli (1947 Giovanelli ( , 1948 Giovanelli ( , 1949 ) to associate flares with electrical discharges at X-type neutral points. The dynamics of the neutral point process was developed by Dungey (1953 Dungey ( , 1958 with many others following his lead. Sweet (1958a) called on the interaction of the fields of two independent bipolar spot groups in steady converging motion to set up the necessary flare conditions. In so doing he made the seemingly plausible assumption that the two field systems would tend to flatten against each other '...the effect being analogous to the flattening of a motor tyre when loaded '. This assumption is the basis of the popular previously mentioned neutral sheet variant with field annihilation and has become known as Sweet's mechanism.
Critique of traditional approach
Sweet's flattening assumption led to the consideration of a two-dimensional planar geometry with a neutral sheet of width 2L and thickness 21 sandwiched between antiparallel fields which annihilate at the rate as measured by the non-dimensional diffusion velocity of field lines, where U is the flow speed, V, is the Alfvkn speed, M , is the Alfv6n Mach Number, and R, = ,uo aV, L is the magnetic Reynolds number. But because R, can be very large in the solar atmosphere, this value of the rate fails by many orders of magnitude to account for the release of lo3' erg in 10' s as required in a large flare. If the sheet's field geometry is perturbed to include a locus of X-type neutral points the rate is increased to by the enormous factor Rm1'' (Parker 1957 (Parker , 1963 (Parker , 1973a . This increase in part results from the ability of the fluid, otherwise trapped in the sheet, to escape by forced ejection out of the sheet's edges. However, even this rate fails by about two orders of magnitude. However, the introduction of the neutral point not only increases the rate but it also changes qualitatively the nature of the process. Instead of annihilating fields by cancellation of oppositely-directed field lines, pairs of such lines converge on the X-point where they are ' cut ' and then ' reconnected ' to form new pairs of lines
having an altered connectivity (Parker & Krook 1956 ). We must now imagine flux as being transferred (BY) from a pair of inflow sectors where the field may be weakened into the pair of outflow sectors where the field may be strengthened. The term field annihilation is entirely misleading when applied to flow at X-type neutral points. Petschek (1964) found that by modifying the flow with the addition of a stationary pattern of slow mode waves the width of the diffusion region could be reduced to a small fraction of the width of the neutral sheet which now consists almost entirely of the wave pattern. The rate now becomes 1 In R,
M , = -
and satisfies the rate requirement of a flare.
It should be noted that in all these cases what is customarily taken to be a measure of the reconnection rate is some function of R, alone and that R, is based on the Alfvdn speed and the sheet's width. We shall see later on that this measure of the reconnection rate is misleading. We note also that Petschek's mode as he derived it in the neutral sheet environment yields a rate that is rather insensitive to the conductivity hence we should not expect spectacular results if the conductivity should suddenly decrease, Furthermore, in all of the above rate estimates, the width of the neutral sheet to which R, is proportional is generally assumed comparable to the source separation distance. The possibility of a very small width L yielding a greatly enhanced reconnection rate seems generally to have been excluded on the basis of the field flattening assumption.
Neutral sheet formation through field flattening is evidently the correct solution for the hypothetical situation of infinite electrical conductivity (Green 1965; Syrovatsky 1971) . The conductivity in the solar atmosphere can be very large particularly when expressed in terms of a magnetic Reynolds number R, . Since the assumption Q = co is found to provide an excellent approximation in most situations when R, is very large, the assumption of field flattening has the appearance of a concept established on firm ground. Accordingly the procedure underlying a considerable amount of past theoretical work has been to form the neutral sheet under the formal condition Q = 03, or to assume it so formed, and then to permit energy release by relaxing this condition to 0 # co. One then works with a perturbed or slightly thickened version of the mathematically thin ideal neutral current sheet that corresponds to Q = co. This procedure is analogous to the very successful boundary layer theory in ordinary hydrodynamics.
Petschek, for example, employed this perturbed neutral sheet technique in the construction of his wave assisted diffusion mode. In an attempt to adapt Petschek's mode to more general field geometries Green & Sweet (1967) also used this concept and discovered what they believed to be a serious flaw in Petschek's theory (see also Priest 1972) . In response, Petschek & Thorne (1967) , again using this concept were able to eliminate the apparent flaw simply by adding AlfvCn waves to the stationary pattern of slow mode shocks.
The point we wish to make here is that about the time of the Green-SweetPetschek-Thorne arguments, an interesting adaptation or form of Petschek's wave mode was clearly identified in the DIPD flow (BY). The magnetic field configuration in the DIPD is essentially the same as that used by Green and Sweet and yet the form of the wave mode observed in the DIPD in no way suggests the flaw cited by Green nor is there any indication of the presence or need of any AlfvCn waves. Incidentally, the identification of the modified Petschek mode in the DIPD marked the first time slow mode shocks had been seen in laboratory plasmas.
As noted previously, testing the validity of the field flattening assumption became a primary objective of the DIPD experiments, and according to preliminary reports (Bratenahl & Hirsch 1966; see also Hess 1968 ) the field flattening, neutral sheet and boundary layer concepts appeared to have been confirmed. However, with more complete information this earlier conclusion proved completely false (BY). Without neutral sheets, the interaction in the DIPD now clearly involves neutral points in a significantly different magnetic field environment (see Section 3), and is an outright rejection of Sweet's mechanism as long as it is based on field flattening. We still may retain, however, his most suggestive process of the interaction between the fields of independent sources (see also Syrovatsky 1969) and we may consider the interaction as driven by an alteration of the sources in either their arrangement or their strength. The DIPD experiments simulate the latter process.
Although it could hardly have been anticipated without the benefit of appropriate laboratory experiments, it turns out that when the problem to be solved contains a locus of X-type neutral points, the approximation G = co must be used with extreme caution. Actually cautionary hints have appeared in the literature (Roberts 1967) in regard to hydromagnetic boundary layer theory, which differs in an essential respect from the boundary layer theory of ordinary fluid mechanics. The possibility of hydromagnetic wave propagation permits application of boundary layer theory only under the condition that the flow velocity exceeds the propagation speed of fast mode waves. If this condition is not met, hydromagnetic waves can propagate upstream and modify the entire flow field. Moreover, hydromagnetic boundary layer theory encounters difficulties when the flow must turn sharp corners. At an X-type neutral point the flow encounters double stagnation points which introduce 90" corners on each of the four stagnation streamlines.
It is significant that Sweet (1 969) has recently expressed serious doubt concerning the validity of his assumption of neutral sheet formation through field flattening, basing his arguments on studies by Syrovatsky (1966 Syrovatsky ( , 1969 . Curiously, Syrovatsky is not yet prepared to share Sweet's doubt (Syrovatsky 1971; Syrovatsky, Frank & Khodzhaev 1973) , not even when confronted with his own experimental results (Syrovatsky et al. 1973) .
. New directions
Some recent similarity solutions to the neutral point flow problem have appeared (Yeh & Axford 1970; Sonnerup 1970) which avoid the neutral sheet assumption and yet preserve the essence of the wave assisted diffusion mode. An extremely significant conjecture was proposed by Yeh & Axford: ' . . , The reconnection rate is . . . no more than a response to the external flow which is, in turn, controlled by conditions far from the neutral point . . . reconnection can take place rapidly if circumstances permit '. Sonnerup (1970) disagrees with this conjecture, maintaining the traditional view that reconnection is strictly controlled by local conditions through a magnetic Reynold's number. Resolution of these conflicting views provides an essential key to understanding the revised flare mechanism the DIPD seems to simulate. If we follow traditional thinking, and attach supreme significance to the incoming flow velocity near the neutral point as the valid measure of the reconnection rate, then Sonnerup is right, Yeh & Axford, wrong. But contrary to widespread belief, the reconnection rate is not measured by the flow velocity alone, rather it is measured by the product of that velocity and the magnetic field taken at any point along the stagnation streamline that is free of the effects of magnetic diffusion. Even then this measure is only an estimate unless the flow is steady. It must be emphasized that this traditional mode of thinking is the direct result of the almost universal failure to carry out analysis on a global scale. If we are to consider Sweet's magnetically driven interaction through the source alteration process, then we must be concerned with an initial-value timedependent problem in which neither the magnetic field nor the flow velocity remain constant in time. The true and precise measure of the reconnection rate is the electric field developed along the locus of neutral points, and this field is approximately equal to the product of the inflow velocity and the magnetic field at the point in the flow nearest the neutral point that is free of current. By Faraday's law, this electric field measures the rate of loss of magnetic flux out of the upstream regions and the equal gain of magnetic flux in the downstream regions. The reconnection rate may therefore be described as the rate of transfer of magnetic flux from the upstream to the downstream regions, and with the adoption of this precise definition of the reconnection rate the Yeh & Axford conjecture is correct and the traditional view, upheld by Sonnerup, is incorrect. The flux transfer rate is the relevant parameter and its precise measure E is also the Ohmic field of the current flowing on the locus of neutral points (Baum, Bratenalil & White 1973~) .
It will be seen in Section 4 that the global situation can be analysed in terms of the transient response of an equivalent circuit; that the regions upstream and downstream of the locus of neutral points have associated self-inductances L,; that the current associated with the disturbance to the flow caused by the neutral point has a resistance R in its path; and that out of these inductances and the resistance an L/R time constant T that controls the transient behaviour of the neutral point current system may be constructed. This transient behaviour is extremely sensitive to time variations in the value of R which in turn, responds to the value of the reconnection rate by exhibiting discontinuous behaviour (i.e. normal versus anomalous conductivity). When the conductivity is normal (quiescent period), energy is stored in the build-up of the neutral point current system. When the conductivity becomes anomalous, this stored energy is released in an impulsive flux transfer event, after which the system then recovers. Overall, the time-average reconnection rate tends to the vacuum rate as though there werz no inhibition due to the highly-conducting medium. Thus the Yeh & Axford conjecture may be elevated to the status of a theorem which can be proven.
Magnetic field structure

Two examples of curl-free fields
By field structure we mean the general organization of field lines in relation to the field's structural elements, namely, the source currents, separatrix surfaces and critical loci on these surfaces called separator lines (Yeh 1976) which are the topological equivalents in 3-dimensional fields of the X-type loci in 2-dimensional planar geometry. Curl-free or potential fields are relevant to our present purpose because, in the absence of flat neutral sheet formation, secondary current systems induced by slowly changing source current conditions merely perturb or distort the curl-free state, making no qualitative changes in the relationship of its structural elements.
We shall now examine field structure in two examples. The first is the 2-dimensional field of a pair of rods carrying parallel (source) currents, the actual field configuration in the DIPD. The second is the 3-dimensional field of two neighbouring bipolar sunspot groups. In this second example we shall assume the four spots are arranged to form a parallelogram, their polarities in the cycIica1 order NNSS. We assume further, the four spots mark the points of exit and re-entry through the photosphere of ' stitches ' of two parallel ropes of flux (Babcock 1961) lying otherwise submerged in the convection zone. Our active region field thus depends on two independent source currents just as in the DIPD case.
In the first example the separatrix, which is a tubular surface with figure eight cross-section (Fig. I) , marks the surface of separation between three classes of field lines, and forms thereby three cell-like subdivisions. The three field line classes are distinguished according to linkage with the two source currents, that is, lines link either one or the other of the two source current rods alone, or they link both at once.
In general, field lines lying on a separatrix are, mathematically speaking, characteristics on that surface, and are exceptional in regard to linkage class. These field lines are limit lines, possessing simultaneously the linkage class of both of the adjacent cells. The line of common contact between the three cells is a critical line on the separatrix also called the separator (Yeh 1976) .
In this 2-dimensional case, the critical line or separator is a locus of X-type neutral points or nulls. The axes of the two source currents are loci of O-type neutral points. The return or closing current forms the outer boundary of cell 3 of Fig. 1 . In terms of structural elements this simple field consists of two source currents, a separatrix with critical line defining three cells, and a closing current.
The second example (the field of the pair of bipolar sunspots) has been studied by one of us (AB) in unpublished experiments with permanent magnets, and iron filings in silicone oil. We have verified the structure by computer calculations. A welldefined sepsratrix was traced out, this time defining four classes of field lines corresponding to the four possible line connections between N and S poles (Fig. 2) . If, however, we now make the flux rope assumption as previously discussed, and consider linkages with the corresponding source current solenoids, then there are once more just three such linkages (Fig. 3) . Lines may link one or the other of the two solenoids alone, or they may link both together. It is clear from this, since lines are continuous through the interior of the solenoids, that cells 3 and 4 (Fig. 4) contain exactly the same amount of flux. The possibility that the field lines might be twisted inside the source flux ropes rules out any claim that the two cells in question hold different sections of the same field lines, but we can say that in a sense the two cells are separate parts of the same cell, because they behave that way. On account of these special properties of the various cells it turns out to be convenient to call cells whose lines link one or the other of the two source currents alone, parent cells (i.e. 1 and 2, Corresponding to the solenoids and their flux rope stitches, we can obviously associate particular NS spot pairs as parental (see Fig. 3 ), and if a technique can be devised to determine this association on the sun even part of the time it might turn out to be of assistance in flare prediction. It would certainly help in testing the validity of the flare theory we are suggesting.
The line of common contact or separator between the 3 cells is again a critical line on the separatrix bent in the form of an arch with its ends resting on the photosphere (Figs 2 and 3) . But in this case there is an important difference from the separator in the DIPD field. True neutral point nulls occur only at the ends of the arch. At all other points there is a field component parallel to the arch, and in this situation, X-type neutral points may only be perceived in terms of the field components normal to the arch.
While on the subject of the arch-shaped separator, we make the following remark concerning field orientation behaviour for the benefit of observers. Consider a vertical line passing from the photosphere up through the top of the arch (Fig. 3) . The field at the photospheric level is directed from the N to S polarity spot-pair that are the closest together in the parallelogram array of spots. At great heights, the field lines connect the remote N to S pair. Passing along this vertical line then the orientation of the field may rotate through an angle greater than 90". At the top of the arch, the field orientation is intermediate between the extremes. This rotational behaviour might be misinterpreted as evidence for twisted fields, so-called force-free fields. On the more positive side, this rotational behaviour can serve a useful diagnostic purpose. It has often been said that flares occur at or near neutral lanes between opposite polarities in the longitudinal component of the field. Such a lane passes through the vertical line of directional rotation we are discussing. However, neutral
FIG. 3.
A schematic drawing of the arrangement of Fig. 2 showing the crosslinkage between spots above the photosphere and the source flux tubes below the photosphere. The curved-dashed line is the separator terminating at X-points. As one moves up along the straight-dashed line the field rotates in direction giving the appearance of a twisted or nontrivial force-free structure although the field is only potential.
lanes in the longitudinal field need not be involved with critical lines at all. The rotation effect may serve to identify those neutral lanes that pass through critical lines and thereby locate potential flare sites. The rotation effect will also be useful in the identification of spots that are related as parents. sphere and back up into cell 4.) Care must be used if the flux tubes are twisted below the photosphere but we conclude that this structure topologically undergoes a three-celled reconnection process very similar to the DIPD (Fig. 1) . By the same argument the fields shown in Fig. 2 and 3 also behave as three-celled structures.
We now complete our structural analysis of this complex bipolar spot field with the association of the equivalent of 0-type neutral points with each of the two solenoids. All in all, our two examples are remarkably similar from a topological point of view in terms of the number of and relationships between the various elements of field-line structure.
We have made this structural comparison because we have gained some knowledge of the dynamic properties and characteristics of the 2-dimensional planar field through the experiments in the DIPD, and expect analogous behaviour in the complex sunspot field. To support this expectation we offer a comparison of scaled DIPD dynamic characteristics with real flare data in Section 6. It must be admitted, however, that our second example differs from the first in at least one possibly crucially important detail, namely the existence of a parallel field component along the separator. We must on this account expect field-aligned currents and electric fields, and it seems highly likely that these will introduce new and important effects just as they do in a similar situation in magnetic substorms in the magnetosphere of the Earth. The development and operation of a laboratory model of the complex spot group, similar to the DIPD, is our very important next step.
The structural effect of source current alterations
In essence we compare here the effect of field flattening and neutral sheet formation, with the alternative as observed in the DIPD experiments confining our attention to the 2-dimensional field described in Section 3.
Field flattening with neutral sheet formation leads naturally to the boundary layer approach adopted by Petschek (1964) in his wave assisted diffusion mode. In this form of wave mode the stationary pattern of slow mode shocks form the upstream border of a narrow region of length 2 L which is treated as a boundary layer. The shocks have a very small angular separation and the current per unit length along the neutral sheet has a minimum in the small compact diffusion region surrounding the neutral point.
In complete contrast to this form of wave assisted diffusion, the modified form found in the DIPD experiments is the outcome of a flow that must accommodate to a neutral point that is intrinsic to the field structure itself, and is derivable directly from the basic curl-free structure with the introduction of no new singularities in the field. This remarkable conclusion, arrived at from a careful study of the DIPD field behaviour, is analytically different from the ideal neutral sheet structure discussed by Green (1965) and Syrovatsky (1971) from which the boundary layer approach is ' derived ' through ' perturbation ' from CT = 00 to very large but finite 6. In Green's solution the field is represented by a single analytic function with a cut or branch line introduced to represent the neutral current sheet and the source currents are represented by a pair of poles. Green & Sweet's adaptation of Petschek's mode was fitted to a ' thickened ' version of this ideal branch line. It must be noted, however, that the branch line itself is a form of singularity that ' materializes ' or is ' created ' by the action of the source alteration process (see also Syrovatsky 1971) , and is clearly the result of the initial assumption CT = 00.
In the DIPD, and in nature in general, the condition CT = 00 is impossible. In the DIPD the neutral point current system, which includes that current involved in the stationary pattern of waves, develops in such a manner that at all times the only singularities present are the poles representing the source currents at their proper locations. No additional singularities are ' manufactured '. We have instead a field that is piecewise continuous. Extended regions of distinctly different analytic character are matched together at their borders by a narrow non-analytic ' zone of adaptation '. This zone lies close to but mostly downstream of the separatrix. The zone contains the observed slow mode shocks. The zone, however, is filled out with additional current. There seems to be only one conclusion possible. This additional current represents a stationary pattern of fast mode expansion fans.
The observed field may be represented to satisfying accuracy by the following method. In the curl-free region of cell 1 the field is the vector sum of the field of current I flowing on the conductor in cell 1 and the field of a reduced or ' apparent ' current 1-1, flowing on the conductor in cell 2. In cell 2 the field is the mirror image of that in cell 1. In the curl-free region of cell 3 the field is the vector sum of the fields of a reduced or ' apparent ' current I -I, flowing on each of the conductors in cells 1 and 2.
The total current flowing in the zone of adaptation is 21,. Thus what we call the neutral point current system 21, distributes itself in the stationary wave pattern and central diffusion region about the locus of X-points in such a way as to partly screen or shield one region from the full effect of source currents actually flowing in another. This mode of development of the quiescent phase follows from the fact (Section 5 . 2 ) that the velocity of flows converging on the neutral point locus is sub-AlfvCnic, permitting upstream wave propagation of fast mode expansion waves.
If rl and r2 represent radial distances from the two conductors (see Fig. 5 ) which are separated by a distance 2a; d is the shortest distance from the X-point to the return path oval; and if a = ( I -I J I ; then the vector potential A = AE in the three curl-free regions may be approximated to reasonable accuracy by & is a unit vector parallel to rods 1 and 2. More accurate expressions for A require details of the current distribution in the diffusion region about the X-point. The observed current density distribution in the DIPD has a maximum on the critical line. Petschek's perturbed neutral sheet model has a current minimum on the critical line.
Transients in a circuit analogue
The study of a simple circuit, showing transient characteristics similar to those seen in the DIPD, provides considerable insight into such notions as: flux and energy storage; flux transfer and energy release; the nature of the quiescent, impulsive, and recovery phases; the significance of Yeh & Axford's conjecture, and the necessity to adopt a holistic or global viewpoint.
The analogue contains a number of weaknesses most important of which is failure to provide for time delays in the circuit couplings. In other words the important role played by wave propagation in the DIPD is ignored.
On the other hand, the strength of the analogue derives from the close match obtained to experimental observations of voltage and current along the separator.
The three cells of the DIPD field ( Fig. 1 and 5 ) are represented by the inductances:
derived from equations (1)-(3), in which c is the conductor radius, and h is the height of the device. It is this representation of the cells by lumped circuit inductances that excludes simulation of wave propagation effects. In reality, the cells would be much better represented by distributed L-C transmission lines. The shunt current branch carrying the induced current 21, has the effective resistance, approximately: in which the subscript x is used here as it is throughout this paper, to designate any quantity evaluated on the separator. (It will not be used as the conventional co-ordinate identification.)
We take further liberties with the reality of the DIPD, (1) ignore the time dependence of the inductances (equations (4) and (5)) introduced by a(t) and d ( t ) ; (2) ignore the time dependence of the ratio jx/21s (equation (6)) so that R = R ( t ) only through CT = a(t); (3) adopt an initial condition adapted to constant inductances which consequently differs from that in the DIPD.
The circuit is as shown in Fig. 6 , and from the circuit equations:
the conditions and the definitions There are three. current loops (which are reduced to two if L1 = L2) which model the three flux cells of the DIPD. A variable resistor R modelling thecriticallineand adjacent region governs the resistive diffusion of flux from the parent cells (1,2) into the daughter (3). It must be recognized that R is governed by the boundary conditions. The model leads to a good understanding of flux transfer or dynamic reconnection.
The general solution of (11) with y = y ( t ) is where t = t, is the initial or start-time of some functional relation y = y,(t) which is satisfied during regime n. A. Bratenah1 and P. J. Baum If we multiply equation (14) by Ll and (15) by L3, we find that the fluxes in the cells may be expressed as:
( 1 6) where equations (16) 
represents a process whereby excess flux is stored in the parent cells, cells 1 and 2, and an equal deficiency of flux accrues in the daughter, cell 3, when reference is made to the curl-free state {410, 420, 4 3 0 ) that would have been created under the same initial and boundary conditions with R = co. Thus we see the shunt current branch containing R = constant, that characterizes the quiescent phase, acts rather like a leaky dam which becomes filled to its maximum holding capacity, AC#I~ = 2VLp/L1 y, asymptotically in time.
The time derivatives of equations (16) and (17) approach, as y t -+ co, exactly the rates that would occur if R = co. Now d3 (cf.
Section 2.1) is the flux transfer rate and may be written in the alternate form:
or and we observe that, corresponding to the build up of i, to its saturation value, and we note that if flares can be derived from this stored energy through some instability then the available $are energy is directly proportional to the square of the
We have just examined a process that is seen to unfold or develop under the control of a single time constant z = L,/R = l/y which is very long compared to the transit time T of waves across the system. We have seen in Section 3.2 that the condition T / z 4 1 has a profound effect on the analytical properties of the global solution. The solution is non-stationary, yet as it develops, dynamic equilibrium is maintained throughout. ' Quiescent phase ' is therefore defined for our purposes as a non-stationary state that develops under the condition T/z < 1. It appears stationary for time intervals At such that T 4 At 4 z. We admit the possibility that z itself may be slowly changing on an even longer time scale.
Impulsive and Recovery phases, R = R ( t )
It is that takes place during regime a leading to regime b we identify with a conduction mode instability. By combining equations (27)- (29) with (6) and introducing the results into (12), two kinds of integrals are obtained in closed form. The first, corresponds to regimes of exponentially increasing R(R = R, exp (l?,(t-t,) )), the second to regimes of exponentially decreasing R(R = R, exp (-r,(t -t,)) ). The solutions are:
(30) and (3 1) where p, = R(t,)/l?, L,, K = V / L r , , P = exp (r, t), Q = exp (-r,t) .Ei(x) and E,(x) are exponential integral functions (Abramowitz & Stegun 1964) . In equations (16), (30) and (31), t = 1, is the start-time of a specific regime n. Since we have taken some liberties with the realities of the DIPD, and since, as yet, we have no quantitative theory that predicts the start times t, of the three regimes of R(t), we can only display the general form of the run of i x ( t ) and Vx = i,(t)R(t) over the succession of the three regimes for an arbitrarily chosen set of the constants. It is instructive to choose these constants so as to attempt a best-fit with the observations of Ex (electric field) and j , (current density) shown in Fig. 7 (from BY, Fig. 7) . The ratio qx = EJjX plotted on a semi-log scale provides identification of the times fa, tb, tc and estimation of the rates r,, r b , rc. The curves E,(t), j x ( t ) were then normalized to unity at t,. Values of the two quantities p(t2 and K were then sought by trial and error so as to achieve a ' best fit' (Fig. 8) . The experimental results are shown by the continuous curves, the dots represent evaluations of equations (30) and (31). The agreement demonstrates the utility of the circuit analogue (Fig. 6) . At t,, marking the end of the quiescent phase, and shortly thereafter at t,, a substantial quantity A$ of excess flux is present in the parent cells, and a deficiency -A$, in the daughter. The shunt current branch has been acting like a dam with its sluice gate so adjusted that less water escapes the basin than flows in from the source. If the gate is opened wide very rapidly ( R = Rb exp ( r b t ) ) a ' rarefaction ' or acceleration wave is initiated at the dam which propagates away and across the basin eventually reaching the source. A ' blast ' wave is simultaneously initiated which propagates downstream. The fact that these waves are set in motion is immaterial to the flow through the gate. Exactly analogous waves are observed to be initiated in the DIPD at tb, and the impulsive flux transfer solution Ex(t) = jx(t)qx(t) is completely indifferent to the waves it generates unless and until reflected waves return. For this reason, the lumped-constant inductances constitute a satisfactory representation i i for regimes a and b as far as i, is concerned. Evidently the representation R -l/a seems also to be adequate.
When, however, the available flux is virtually exhausted A$ -0 at t, and A 4 is impulsively transferred from parent to daughter, a demand is placed on the source for replenishment of this quantity of flux the parent has given up. The current i , circulating in the source branch, is only compatible with the quantity of flux r#~~,, + A$. However, this demand is not felt at the source until all of the A 4 has been transferred. The demand is thus delayed. A second delay is introduced in conveying the effect of source response back to the shunt current branch. Furthermore, i,(t) = A$/&, is coupled to R ( t ) only through the indirect mechanism that brings about changes in the regime of R ( t ) . The net effect of all this is that the status of energy storage 3L,ix2 is shifted in phase from its release rate i , R , which is also irreversible (i ,' R).
We have, in this circumstance, a step-wise or intermittent conveyance of flux from source to parent then from parent to daughter, etc. Clearly this non-steady interplay between energy storage and dissipative release is a form of visco-elastic relaxation oscillation. Precisely as in the bowing of a violin string, the bowing rate is determined strictly at the desire of the performer acting as source. The dissipation merely determines the time-average power required. Once again, the Yeh & Axford conjecture is confirmed.
The DIPD experiments
The design, operation, diagnostics and results to date have been presented elsewhere (BY; Baum el al. 1973a, b, c; Baum & Bratenahl 1974a, b) , also some essentials have already been discussed in preceding sections. Let us now briefly review this material in the light of our interpretive analysis.
Design and operation
The inverse pinch (Anderson et al. 1958; Vlases 1967 ) is a cylindrical current carrying plasma sheet that is magnetically driven radially outward from a central insulation covered rod that delivers current to the sheet from an electrode fixed to its end. The rod passes through a disc-shaped electrode that serves to collect the current so that it can be returned to the large capacitor bank from whence it came. The arrangement acts like a short-circuited stub of coaxial cable whose outer conductor is free to expand and sweep up the plasma in its way, snowplough fashion. If the current increases linearly with time, the sheet velocity is constant, and it is convenient to utilize the first quarter-cycle of an oscillatory discharge.
The DIPD, Fig. 9 , is simply two inverse pinch-rod assemblies mounted side by side in a common glass-walled cylindrical chamber, each rod being supplied by its own 150pF bank. The chamber is 30cm in diameter and 10 cm high. The rod separation is 10 cm.
In typical operation, a 6 kV capacitor bank discharge is initiated into preionized argon at 165mTorr. Travelling at 1.8 cm ps-l, the pinch sheets require 2.4 ps to reach the centre of the chamber where they collide, merging together to form an expanding oval. Our interest is confined to the 9-6-ps test-time interval that begins at the moment of collision, when the rod currents are 20 kA each, and ends at peak current (95 kA), 12 ps after discharge initiation.
Our interest spatially is confined to the doubly-connected pillbox-shaped volume that is exterior to the rods, and interior to the expanding oval current sheet. The rods we shall call ' sources ' and the oval sheet structure, simply ' the outer return path ' that carries the ' return ' or 'closing current '. If the inverse pinch process were to procede in practice as theoretically idealized, the test volume would be devoid of conducting plasma. Fortunately (for obscure but very real reasons) such is not the case. It has long been known that behind an inverse pinch sheet, there is always found a low density, highly-conducting plasma. It is the exploitation of this single fact that enables us to apply the DIPD to the study of reconnection.
The DIPD possesses two special conditions, (A) and (B), that make it possible to carry out analysis on a global scale. (A) During most of the test time the field is completely defined within the test volume. No field lines intersect the chamber walls. The flow of low density plasma behaves as though the rods were acting as sources (outgassing is a distinct possibility). Thus, with one exception, namely, the rate of mass entry, the flow of every quantity into the test volume is specified by well defined and measurable boundary conditions at the rods. Nothing leaving the test volume requires measurement save energy loss by radiation and heat conduction. Continuity requires the exit current to be equal to the entrance current. (B) The electric, magnetic, and flow fields are all self-consistently related, subject only to the initial and boundary conditions. Application of a separately controlled, externally applied electric field has been avoided. It would destroy the integrity of condition (A). 
. 2 Quiescent jield and $ow observations
In the collision of the two inverse pinch sheets, the line of first contact becomes permanently established as the separator in the magnetic field and the three-celled structure (Section 3.1) develops immediately. The merged sheets, now the moving outer boundary of the daughter cell, carry the current 2(1-Zs) (See Section 3.2). By Faraday's law, the EMF developed across the rod insulation measures the rate of gain of the total magnetic flux passing between the rod and the outer boundary. The resistive component of the voltage drop developed across the moving outer boundary measures the rate of loss of this flux. It turns out, however, owing to the high conductivity and relatively low current density, this resistive component is only a few per cent of the rod EMF, and so we may neglect this small loss rate (condition A).
If we define a vector potential A = A(r, 
and it is evident that the contours of constant A(r, 0, t ) not only have the same shape and space density as the field lines, but they also move with the well-defined velocity W(r, 0, t ) satisfying
with streamlines which are the orthogonal trajectory (W B = 0) of the field lines. The observed convection of the A-contours at the velocity W is demonstrated in BY Fig. 3 . Equation (34) can be written:
and we note (34) and (35) are valid throughout the test volume including the region of high current density (zone of adaptation) where magnetic diffusion may be taking place. On the other hand, Ohm's law, j/o = E + U x B may be written as 
In curl-free regions (j = 0) the component UL of the plasma flow velocity U, perpendicular to B, is equal to W. In regimes of high current, lull < IWI, or even lull < IWI.
Along the streamlines connecting the rods with the critical line, the flows converge from either side hence the critical line is a locus of double stagnation points for the flow, as well as X-type neutral points (B = 0) for the field. Also, since j J a = Ex # 0, the critical line is a pole for the function W(r, 0, t ) . It is observed that the flow velocity U in the curf-free regions is supersonic but sub-AlfvCnic:
This implies that the disturbance to the flow caused by the properties of the critical line can propagate its influence upstream by fast mode waves and the entire flow field is thereby modified and must accommodate to the presence of this disturbance, We note that along the inflow stagnation streamlines, 8 = 0, x , the converging supersonic flows must pass through a shock transition to subsonic flow in order to reach the stagnation points. The outflow stagnation streamlines (0 = 4 2 , 3n/2) form four 90" concave corners with these inflow streamlines and the incoming flow with the properties (equation 37) must negotiate these corners by undergoing compression, creating thereby a stationary pattern of slow mode shocks (BY). Along the inflow stagnation streamlines, U . B = 0, and these portions of the slow mode shocks therefore have zero propagation velocity and ordinarily might be expected to be convected right into the critical line. In fact, this collapse is prevented by the very large current density induced in this region in which the flow becomes decoupled from the magnetic field by resistive diffusion (equation (36) ). The shocks actually lean against each other in a precarious balance that depends on j , being a maximum in the entire shunt current branch carrying 21, (Section 3.2, 4.1) .
This neighbourhood of the critical line in which magnetic diffusion is important possesses such remarkable properties as a ' circuit element ' (the variable resistor of 
V x j/a = 0, Fig. 1 l(a) ).
the hyperbolic pinch will collapse to form the traditional sheet pinch. This does not happen in the DIPD and we conclude that the thickness and current maximum of the hyperbolic pinch is maintained and is directly related to the details of the shock profiles under the conditions that obtain. It follows that if the local value of cr should start to decrease as a result of a conduction mode instability, the shock balance is upset and the slow mode shocks are swept off downstream. This is, in fact observed (BY) when the quiescent phase is terminated by the impulsive flux transfer event, but in addition, fast mode expansion fans are seen propagating upstream. We conclude that the stationary pattern of waves that comprise the zone of adaptation carrying the total current 21, consists of a super-position of slow mode shocks and fast mode expansion fans with both kinds of wave systems 'locked' in position by the condition of current density maximum at the hyperbolic pinch.
As noted in Section 3.2, the stationary wave region, i.e. the zone of adaptation carrying the sheet current branch 2Zs, adheres closely to the separatrix while also extending somewhat downstream into the daughter cell. Fig. 10 is a comparison of the observed contours of constant current density, with those of a computer simulation (Fukao & Tsuda 1973a, b; Fukao 1974) . Although the simulation is started off with the traditional sheet pinch as the initial condition for the field, and the initial flow is super-Alfvknic but ' subsonic ' (incompressible), the initial flow is rather similar to that in the DIPD. The current distribution shown corresponds to a mature stage of development following the rather different initial conditions. Nevertheless, the close agreement between the observed and computed current distributions is remarkable and gives an indication that the double-sheeted or ' X ' forming current distribution may be the unique solution under quiescent conditions with flows issuing from narrow or point-like sources.
In the region of the hyperbolic pinch, the separatrix has the form of two flat sheets, sharply bent to touch each other on the critical line, defining thus the inflow sectors with opening half-angles ex of about 70". From the critical lines the pinch extends upstream the distance 1 (the shock thickness as previously noted) and downstream the distance L N 1 tan 8,. The full thickness 21 is about one tenth the source separation distance 2 4 and ex = 70" represents only a moderate distortion from the reference curl-free field in which 8, = 45". Therefore we can say ljL= 1 and Lja < 1, which is quite different from the traditional conception that L/a % 1. In the inflow sectors of the hyperbolic pinch the Lorentz force is opposed by the pressure gradients as in a slow mode shock. In the outflow sectors these forces act together as in a fast mode expansion fan. According to equation (36) as the critical line is approached, the fieldlines slip past the plasma (W + 00, U + 0) at an increasing rate, become reconnected at the critical line to form new lines which then accelerate the plasma out the outflow sectors. This acceleration has been experimentally observed (Baum & Bratenahl 1974b ).
Under quiescent development, the electric field E is approximately constant on field lines, and it is observationally the case, as exactly as one can determine from the measurements, that the distribution of the current 21, in the zone of adaptation (double current sheet) develops and maintains the property presented in Section 3.2. That is to say, observers stationed in and confined to the curl-free regions of each of the cells and forbidden to enter the zone of adaptation would agree that the field is the elementary curl-free field of two line source currents. They would agree on the source locations, but they would not agree on the strengths of the sources. For example, the observer in the daughter cell would conclude that his source carried the current I, but that his parental partner's source carried the lesser current 1-1,. Exclusive of the relatively narrow space occupied by the zone of adaptation, each observer would find the self inductance of his cell as given approximately by equations (4) and (5). Now in a reference curl-free field, the flux in each of the parent cells may be calculated simply by subtracting the flux contribution of the remote source from that of the near one. In the daughter cell the contributions of both sources add. The distortion of the strictly curl-free reference field by the shunt current branch system in the zone of adaptation can now be expressed very simply. The flux in each of the parent cells is increased by this current system because the subtractive contribution of the remote source is reduced by the current's shielding effect. The flux in the daughter cell is reduced by the current system because both additive contributions are reduced by the shielding effect. There is thus an excess of flu in the parent cells and a deficiency of flux in the daughter. This misallocation of flux is proportional to the total induced current, and the stored energy is one half the product of the current and the flux excess.
Since by assumption, all three observers have been excluded from the zone of adaptation, none would be aware that the overall field system contains stored energy AU,,, whose release is highly sensitive to changes in conductivity 0 in the hyperbolic pinch: AU,, = 112 j , * AdV.
n s
The integration volume R is that occupied by the zone of adaptation and f jsdS = 21,.
As the source currents increase with time, a parental observer would note that the rate of flux gain in his cell is partly offset by a rate of loss, and the daughter observer would find that his rate of gain $3 exactly matched the other's rate of loss. Lest there be any remaining ambiguities, the above statement precisely states what is here implied by the term flux transfer.
In this process of flux transfer between three cells, the total flux of the system is not conserved. If the quantity to be transferred is A+ (each of the parents hold this excess, the daughter has this deilciency, then each of the parents contribute A612 to the daughter and at the same time the remaining portions A4/2 are annihilated through exchanges between parents. When these transactions are completed, the system shows a net loss A+. If, on the other hand, the daughter holds the excess A 4 and each of the parents is deficient in this amount, then when the flux transfer transactions are completed, the system shows a net gain A+. This reverse process is fundamental to the dynamo mechanism. The term annihilation is descriptive of only part of the forward transaction and has nothing to do with the reverse. Both the forward and reverse process release energy through dissipation and either, in principle, could produce flare phenomena. It is for this reason overuse of the term annihilation is misleading (cf. Section 2.1).
All three observers would agree that along the critical line, in the zone of adaptation from which they have been excluded, there must be an electric field Ex, and in view of the conductivity ox, also a current density j , such that
We, as outside observers, realize that in order to establish the flux transfer rate $3, under the conditions of quiescent development, the overall field system must hold stored magnetic energy in the amount AUm (equation (39) ). The exact and unique relation between d 3 ( t ) and AUm(t) and the distribution of current in thezone of adaptation, remain challenging problems for theorists to discover. The remarkable shielding properties arising from the manner in which 21, is distributed as j , is a condition imposed on the solution that should be of considerable assistance in the analysis.
Conduction mode instability, trigger mechanism
Corresponding to a given density (n), temperature and degree of ionization, there is a limit to the magnitude of current density (j = neV,) a plasma can support without becoming unstable to growing ion-acoustic waves. This limit is reached approximately at the point where the drift velocity V, of the carriers (electrons) becomes comparable to their thermal speed. Theory and the DIPD experiments both show that under these conditions, electrons gain from the ohmic electric field more energy than they lose in collisions, and they begin to run away. The immediate response of the plasma to this incipient runaway is the generation of ion-acoustic wave turbulence. The waves scatter the electrons much more effectively than the binary collisions that determine normal resistivity. In the wave turbulent state, the effective resistivity becomes anomalously large. Since the instability causes a transition to a new mode of electrical conduction, it seems appropriate to introduce the term conduction mode instability (Baum & Bratenahl 1974a ).
The possibility of such a conduction mode instability occurring in neutral point dynamics was anticipated by Dungey (1953) long before anything was really known about ion-acoustic waves and anomalous resistivity. To quote Dungey (1958) : ' . . . a discharge then occurs and the simple theory of the conductivity is invalid.'. This remark seems to have gone unnoticed for many years. An instability of this kind was finally noted in the DIPD experiments (BY), but detailed proof of its exact nature was lacking. It was also predicted at this time by Friedman & Hamberger (1968) as an inevitable consequence if the Petschek mode is applied to solar flare conditions. The effectiveness of this instability to bring about an explosive release of energy stored in the induced current system has already been demonstrated in Section 4.
The conductivity at the X-point can be monitored continuously and directly from F the ratio of the measured current density and the electric field ( Fig. 7(a) ). During the quiescent phase, the conductivity remains constant and the electron temperature can be computed (2 ev) from Spitzer's formula (BY). Ion and electron temperatures have been determined spectroscopically (5 10eV) (Baum et al. 1973b; Baum & Bratenahl 1974a, b) . The electron and ion densities have been estimated by various means (Hall electric field, Saha equation, velocity of fast mode waves, Stark broadening, etc.). These densities vary from lOI3 to 1015 cm-3 depending on location in the flow field, with the highest (quiescent-state) value in the X-point region.
The quiescent phase is abruptly terminated after 4 p s by the impulsive flux transfer event (Section 5.4). The first precursor of this event is a barely noticeable drop in electric field (Fig. 7(a) ) and a similar increase in current density. These changes correspond to a small drop in resistivity. But then the change in resistivity suddenly turns around and increases exponentially, reaching x 100 times its initial value in about 1 /is (see also Section 4.2).
When this remarkable behaviour of the resistivity was first noticed, it was proposed (BY) that this transition to anomalous resistivity is triggered by onset of an electron runaway condition (temporary drop in resistivity) when the current density on the critical line exceeded some instability level, and that the subsequent appearance of anomalous resistivity was due to the generation by the incipient runaway electrons of unstable, growing, ion-acoustic wave turbulence. Undoubtedly the most significant recent result in the DIPD experiments concerns the group of experiments (Baum et al. 1973b; Baum & Bratenahl 1974a ) which led to the positive verification of that proposal. Indeed the runaway condition tends to be quenched by the rapid build-up of wave turbulence, but not before a significant fraction of the available energy is released in a burst of high energy electrons. The electrons were detected by the bremsstrahlung X-rays they produced in striking the anode (Fig. 7(b) ). The ionacoustic wave turbulence was identified through power spectral analysis of electric potential fluctuations detected by a double probe (Baum & Bratenahl 1974a ). The power spectra showed the characteristic form (Hamberger & Jancarik 1972) for such turbulence. Very recently, one of us (PJB, unpublished) has detected a burst of high energy ions by direct measurement of their flux emerging from a hole provided for this purpose in the cathode.
We observe that while the conduction mode instability serves as the trigger which initiates impulsive flux transfer events, the act of ' pulling the trigger ' corresponds to any action causing the instability threshold to be crossed. In the DIPD experiments thus far, the causative action has always been the natural growth of j , in the course of quiescent development (self triggering). Induced triggering (Sympathetic flares) caused by impingement on the hyperbolic pinch of externally produced shock waves are a distinct possibility. When j , is large but below the instability threshold, the structure of the quiescent hyperbolic pinch suggests that its precarious dynamic balance might easily be upset by a shock wave hitting it in one of its inflow sectors.
A. Bratenahl and P. J. Baum
Impulsive flux transfer events
In the quiescent phase, characterized by a modified form of Petschek's wave assisted diffusion mode, the current density on the critical line j , is the maximum in a well-defined current distribution j , of relatively fixed geometrical form. Although the mathematical form of this current distribution remains unknown at present we do know that the unique distribution of j , must satisfy the requirements of the zone of adaptation with its shielding properties as discussed in Sections 3.1 and 5.2. We also can state in general that the total current 21, is not only related to the stored energy (equation (39)), but it is also directly proportional to the quantity A 4 of flux available for transfer. But because of the uniqueness of the distribution ofj, the same statements can be made regarding j , (the maximum value of js). Moreover, the special form of j , (r, 0) corresponding to quiescent development is maintained so long as CT remains uniform everywhere.
The observed facts concerning impulsive flux transfer may be explained in the following manner. If a conduction mode instability should occur, the transition to anomalous resistivity will initiate at the critical line where j , has its maximum, converting this maximum very rapidly to a current minimum, and in the process, destabilizing the dynamic balance of the hyperbolic pinch. The subsequent rapid developments, as will shortly be seen, keeps j , at other points in the current system from rising above the instability threshold. Therefore the transition in CJ is confined to the hyperbolic pinch region. Elsewhere, CT is maintained in its normal (collisional) mode.
As noted in Section 4.2, the resistivity, q, = I/cT,., rises exponentially reaching w 100 times its initial value in 1 ps. In Fig. 7(a) , the sharp pulse in Ex, which reaches a maximum about three times its initial value, represents a substantial increase in reconnection rate or equivalently, the sudden transfer of a quantity of flux Aq5 to the daughter cell. In this time j , falls monotonically to a small value (current quench). This E field behaviour suggests inductive control (cf. Section 4.2), and this notion is confirmed by the observa'ion (unpublished) that the total current 21, in this shunt branch remains virtually constant during this local current quench. The question of its distributionj, (r, 0, t ) , however, is quite another matter. The distribution is observed to divide into four approximately equal parts which move away from each other as large amplitude waves of two distinctly different kinds. In the parent cells the waves move upstream toward the rods as fast mode expansion fans whose wave fronts attain a velocity of 100 cm ,us-' near the rods. Passing beyond the rods, these waves become fast mode compressive shocks. In the daughter cell, we observe blast waves reaching a velocity of 20 cm 1~s-l. This behaviour is sufficient evidentiary proof that the change in resistivity is purely local, confined to the region of the hyperbolic pinch. The appearance of these waves, however, provides additional information. Clearly the quantity of flux transferred, A 4 was already present as excess flux in the parent cells, excess that is, relative to a reference curl-free field corresponding to the actual return current 2(Z-Is) flowing on the outside boundary. It is not, however, excess in relation to a reference curl-free field corresponding to the rod currents each carrying the current I . In fact, to agree with the existing rod currents I, the daughter cell shows a deficiency of flux Aq5. The flux discrepancies exist, of course, for the simple reason that the induced current system is in parallel with, and shunts the return or closing current circuit. The closing current is reduced by exactly the strength of the induced current system. With the transfer of A+ to the daughter cell, half of the induced current travels with it so that the flux there approaches agreement with the altered closing current. Meanwhile, the loss of A4 from each of the parent cells brings about sharp disagreement with the rod currents, which are now too great by the amount I,. However, the discrepancy is rapidly equalized by the high electric field carried by the fast mode expansion fan. When this field adds itself to the electric field already on the rods, suficient additional fIux enters the parent cells from the capacitor banks to bring about agreement with the rod currents. Finally when the fast mode waves, now compressive shocks, reach and add their current to the closing current, the entire magnetic field system reaches a state close to the reference curl-free field corresponding to the present rod currents. The rod currents, however, continue to increase, and it is obvious the entire process would repeat itself given sufficient time to rebuild the induced current system. Unfortunately, in the present DIPD, there is insufficient test time to pursue this point. Although the foregoing is a rather simplified version of what actually transpires (for there must be a considerable number of lesser reverberations of the various possible wave types travelling about in order to achieve agreement of fluxes with currents) the facts of the case as stated have actually been followed diagnostically in some detail. It will be noted, the circuit analogue (Section 4.2) exhibits a similar transient behaviour. We might add, the typical impulsive flux transfer event lasts 1 ps, roughly as just described, but these events are not entirely reproducible from shot to shot. On occasion, multiple electric field pulses (Ex) are observed sometimes well separated in time, indicating partial recovery of normal resistivity and current in the hyperbolic pinch. The experimental method of flux transfer measurement is explained in detail by Baum et al. (1973~) and BY.
6.
Comparison of DIPD and solar flare data
Scaling considerations
In fluid mechanics there are many sets of scaling or similarity laws, selection of which depends on the nature of the approximations that have to be made in order to achieve tractable solutions in particular cases. Thus we have inertial scaling, Reynold's scaling, Mach scaling, Froud scaling, etc., to name a few. In magnetoplasmadynamics there is a whole new set of scaling laws, and the situation is much more complicated. For example, there is Vlasov scaling, modified Vlasov scaling, MHD scaling, etc. (Schindler 1966 (Schindler , 1969 . Success of a given choice of a similarity law depends on understanding in some depth the nature of the particular problem at hand ci priori. Since, in general, this involves a certain degree of begging the question, the choice and its result must be tested Li posteriori by experiment. In the present case we are faced with a time dependent problem in which the conduction mode in a localized region undergoes a transition in regime. This is similar in some respects to the problem of transition from laminar to turbulent shear.
We are searching for a similarity law which will encompass the observed transition from normal to anomalous conductivity. It is quite possible this may produce a new scaling law. To implement this effort, we have collected a set of ' best values ' of the relevant solar parameters to match with laboratory scale experiments and these are presented as Table 1 . The lengths listed are the distances between sources. All the laboratory quantities are directly measured or follow directly from the measured quantities. Except for parameters based on the system length L or the source field B, all the laboratory parameters refer to the neutral point region. The laboratory flash phase refers to that one-microsecond period of rapid flux transfer. All quantities are given only to order of magnitude as the quantities are spatially varying. The parameters for the solar flare are less well known. We have assumed a coronal density and a typical active region field strength while the electrical conductivity, current density and electric field follow from Zvereva 8c Severny's (1970) observations. Of particular interest are the last two lengths in Table 1 . These are the mean free paths for binary collisions and for ion-acoustic wave-particle collisions. We know that the effective mean free path becomes anomalously small at the neutral point and we presume that the same occurs in the flash phase of a large flare. The lowest threshold for the onset of ion-acoustic waves is vd/u, = 1 (drift speed/sound speed) which holds when : q& 1 (temperature ratio). Then it appears possible to have a conduction mode instability in a flare region. The laboratory instability threshold is higher because the temperature ratio is less than one in the laboratory and greater than one on the Sun.
In principle there should be a scaling law to rigorously relate each laboratory quantity to the corresponding solar parameter. In fact, the parameters scale very poorly if some of the present scaling laws (Schindler 1969 ) are rigorously applied. Indeed, the results of collisional MHD scaling disagree widely with the results of reduced VIasov scaling while both of these scaling laws incorporate the effect of coulomb collisions. We believe the problem to be that the scaling laws fail to recognize 
which is the correct order of magnitude.
X-point process Q, is 16 MW for Then from Table 1, (ii) Energy conversion. It was reported (BY) that the energy conversion rate in the s. That is a total energy Q, = 1.6 x lo8 erg.
= (1.6 x 108) (10-2) (1024) Q , Sun = 1.6 x lo3' erg which again is the right order for a moderate flare. Here, Q, has been scaled by the ratio of the total magnetic energies available.
In view of the fact that the observed large amplitude waves exhibit a degree of irreversibility, and, in addition, the fact that in the course of the impulsive flux transfer event, a quantity of magnetic energy is added from outside the system accompanied by further wave activity, the auditing of total energy release in the impulsive flux transfer event is not a simple matter. An estimate has been given (BY). It is not clear at present whether this is an over-or underestimate. For even more obvious reasons, there are large uncertainties in estimating energy release in real flares.
The energy stored, AU,, (cj. equation (26)) in the DIPD, at the time the release is triggered, amounts to about 5 per cent of the total system magnetic energy Urn. While this does not represent all of the energy that is subsequently released, the ratio AU,,,: Urn = 0.05 compares quite favourably with the estimate 0.10 made by Howard & Severny (1963) for real flares.
Contrasting these modest values is the requirement AU,,,: U, > 0.84 for the conversion of a twisted force-free sunspot field into an open field (Barnes & Sturrock 1972) . Open fields, of course, are typical of coronal features and are required for escape of the solar wind. They also contain the neutral current sheets required in the type of flare models that we are now arguing against precisely because of the neutral sheet feature. However, the calculation of the energy of the force-free field is interesting. The cited number corresponds to a force-free sunspot field with a single twist. This prodigious quantity of stored ' free energy ' raises serious questions concerning the ability of the low conductivity in sunspots and in the low temperature layer above the photosphere to transmit the magnetic torques required to create force-free fields from rotational motions. This question is highly significant because solar ' meteorology ' would be greatly simplified if twisted force-free fields could be eliminated from consideration. What appears to observers to be a twisted field may, in fact, be a situation similar to the one discussed in Section 3.1. On the other hand, the fields we are considering are quasi force-free in the sense that: (1) large currents flow in special regions where the field is abnormally weak and the momenta of two opposing streams are balanced on the criticaI line; (2) large currents flow where large accelerations are expected as in standing wave patterns of shocks; (3) on occasion, large currents flow in propagating waves as discussed in Section 5.4. It goes without saying, twisted force-free fields are not the mandatory antecedents of open field structures.
The maximum cosmic ray energy can be estimated assuming energy is gained from the electric field along the entire X-point current (v) Restoration of magneticfield. The field behind the expansion wave is lower then, than commensurate with, the source currents, therefore when the waves reach the source currents the latter try to decrease, but the external inductance will not permit this.
Although the rate of change of current 1 is seen to decrease, there is an increase in source voltage corresponding to an increase in energy flow (Poynting flux) into the system. To quote from BY: There is a subtlety here which should be noticed in connection with solar flare theories. Generally only a partial or open system is considered, namely, the field that is observed above the photosphere. However, the amount of energy that is released in a flare is not independent of how this open system is coupled to the field beneath the photosphere. Now in our experiment, the ' flare ' (current disruption) represents an increase in system inductance, and from the manner in which our system is coupled, the source is therewith caused to perform extra work on it. Not only is magnetic energy converted (released), but the magnetic energy is increased at the same time. Only the magnetic gradients (currents) are reduced. Since the same is probably true in real flares, it is very unlikely that observed magnetic energy changes relate to flare energy in any direct way. This point is frequently overlooked.' The added energy (5MW for (vi) Homologous flares and sympathetic flares. By restoring the field to something like its initial state, the system can resume the process of energy storage for a repeat s) translates to 5 x lo2' erg for the Sun. performance guided by the same magnetic blueprint,' a model homologous flare. Several flux transfer events are occasionally observed during one capacitor discharge. It is moreover clear that when the X-point current system is close to the critical state for transition to anomalous conductivity, it could easily be carried over the threshold by the compressive effects of a shock wave coming from some distant flare provided the shock hits the X-point on one of its upstream sides, the result being a sympathetic flare.
Energy release budget
Having obtained a total energy release of lo8 erg during the laboratory ' flare ' and seeing that this scaled to IO3O erg it is appropriate to delineate the energy according to type. This is done in Table 2 for the laboratory experiment and for a large solar flare. The flare data are essentially those of Bruzek (1967) . The energy in each type of dissipation mode is also divided by the total energy dissipated to give ratios for comparison. No attempt is made to go beyond order of magnitude estimates because of the uncertainties involved. A question mark appears wherever a measurement is highly uncertain or completely unknown. The laboratory results are based principally on probe measurements and X-ray measurements. For example, the thick target X-ray energy is obtained by integrating the measured total energy X-ray distribution (Baum et al. 1973a) . From the X-ray spectrum we have estimated the total energy of high energy electrons which run away. Many electrons are free to run away immediately prior to the conduction instability but the intense ion-acoustic turbulence decreases the effective mean free path thereby quenching the electrons which would have run away. This is in agreement with the theoretical arguments of Smith & Priest (1972) . However, the apparently low flux of high energy electrons in Table 2 requires further explanation. This energy channel may be raised in two ways: (1) It was found (Baum et al. 1973a ) that the runaway electron flux increases very rapidly with increasing voltage applied to the device. (The runaway ion flux has been observed also by means of a current probe and Faraday cup. The runaway ions are also quenched by the turbulence.) (2) It should be noted that the laboratory energy distribution is cut off at ' too high ' an energy (the thermal energy which is 2 ev). The highest energy DIPD cosmic rays are 3 keV which translates to (Section 6.1) 3 x 10" eV. Thermal electrons translate to length. As a result, we observe only runaways with scaled energies greater than 2 x lo7 eV and the energy in Table 2 reflects these ultra-high energy particles. If the integration over the observed laboratory energy spectrum were continued down to the scaled solar thermal energy rather than to the observed laboratory thermal energy the energy would be many orders of magnitude higher.
We are unable to do more than place an upper limit on the thermal X-rays. This is a consequence of the low plasma temperature (lo4 K). Even though the Ohmic energy dissipation is high, the neutral point temperature is not significantly raised. This is apparently the result of thermal conduction, ultraviolet radiation and multiple ionization energy loss channels. (It should be recalled that the experiment is conducted in argon.) The temperature would be much higher in hydrogen. Overall, we find the energy distribution encouraging.
Conclusions
We have observed rapid magnetic field line reconnection (that is to say impulsive flux transfer events) in a laboratory device, and in the process also discovered several misconceptions of long standing in a body of theory concerning solar flares. Impulsive flux transfer events follow a period of quiescent development in which moderate rates of reconnection are supported by a modified form of Petschek's wave assisted diffusion mode. The current system associated with Petschek's waves represent inductive storage of free magnetic energy. The whole field system under study is driven by pumping in flux from the source currents which increase steadily with time. The flux addition causes currents in the wave system and associated stored energy also to increase, but in so doing some of the stored energy is liberated, an effect which progressively reduces the rate of increase of the induced current system and consequently also the rate of increase of the reconnection rate. It is clear therefore that a state exists, asymptotically in time in which the reconnection rate attains an exact match with the rate of entry of new flux from the sources. This is precisely the JEux transfer rate that would occur in a non-conducting medium, a situation predicted by Yeh & Axford. Although the rates correspond to the situation in a non-conducting medium the asymptotic state is very much affected by the conducting medium in all other respects. In particular, this state contains a wave system with strong currents and therefore a quantity of inductively stored free energy.
The impulsive flux transfer event occurs and terminates passage to the asymptotic state when the density of the induced wave system current (at its maximum point) has risen to exceed what the plasma can support without instability. The instability switches regimes in the mode of conduction creating a local condition of anomalously high resistivity. If the resistivity becomes sufficiently large the reconnection rate is only limited by the rate of transport of flux by fast mode waves across the system. The impulsive flux transfer event releases all the inductively stored magnetic energy after which recovery begins, leading to the restoration of the normal state of resistivity. The whole process may then repeat itself as in a visco-elastic relaxation oscillation.
Rapid reconnection is possible only because the switching of regimes in conduction mode is conjined to the neighbourhood of the locus of neutral points (the critical line) because it is there that the induced current density is found to have its maximum value. This would not be the case if as has been almost universally assumed the diffusion region were part of a neutral current sheet of appreciable width for in such a case the critical line would be located at a current minimum. However, no such neutral sheet evidently is formed under conditions of quiescent development. Instead resistive diffusion is found taking place in a compact region called a hyperbolic pinch whose small size is the general thickness of a shock wai'e.
We have put the theoretical concept of flat neutral sheet formation to the test and it not only failed, but considerable insight was provided to explain why. We not only know now that such formation need not occur but we find that its alternative (a modified form of Petschek's mode with hyperbolic pinch) exhibits behaviour highly suggestive of solar flares.
Simple scaling to solar dimensions indicates a scaled energy release of lo3' erg in 102s with an electric potential on the critical line of 10'OV available to accelerate particles to high energy. In addition various types of energetic large amplitude waves are launched into various directions. We find that in general if the local resistivity is insufficient to meet the local reconnection rate, as determined by the distant boundary conditions, then the system evolves in such a way that the resistivity insufficiency is overcome by an instability changing the mode of conduction at the neutral point. If the resulting anomalous resistivity is sufficiently large then the reconnection rate is limited only by the finite propagation time of large amplitude wave disturbances to and from the boundary of the system. Petschek developed his wave assisted diffusion model out of a desire to find a process that would speed up Sweet's mechanism for the flare. Naturally Petschek identifies his process with the flare itself. We would now disagree with this identification relegating Petschek's wave mode to the role of the preflare state in which energy is being stored. It is the subsequent explosively fast flux transfer event itself we identify with the flare. After all, if there is a mode that is experimentally much faster and more energetic than Petschek's mode, it seems only natural to make this shift in identification.
The experiments expose yet another misconception of considerable importance, namely, the role played by the magnetic Reynolds number R, upon which is based the longstanding argument against modelling solar magnetoplasma phenomena in the laboratory. Contrary to almost universal belief, the reconnection rate is not measured by the velocity of incoming flow to the diffusion region (whether it be a neutral sheet or a hyperbolic pinch) and the expression for the velocity in terms of R, is not the relevant parameter. The fundamental measure of reconnection rate is, by Faraday's law, the electric field on the separator. The reconnection rate may be estimated by the product of the inflow velocity and the magnetic field. But this is an estimate only. In particular it cannot be measured by an inflow Alfvtn Mach number which is substantially the ratio of the velocity and the field. In the case of the hyperbolic pinch the R,, based on the size of the diffusion region, is of order unity regardless of the conductivity. It is not a number that is necessarily large under solar conditions and therefore the argument against laboratory simulation experiments (which are necessarily limited to moderate values of R,) is not universally applicable. But the time development and the global aspect of the reconnection problem must be considered in order to perceive that an important relation exists between energy storage and the flux transfer rate under quiescent conditions. When this is done it is seen that the transfer rate ultimately tends to the vacuum rate and that the conductivity u affects the rate only indirectly by entering into the time constant for the development of the asymptotic state or in the power required to maintain the visco-elastic relaxation oscillations. u does however enter directly into the relation between energy storage and the flux transfer rate. The larger the u the greater is the ratio of energy storage to flux transfer rate. Consequently, the larger the R, (based on the global system size), the more violent will be the flux transfer event including the electric field pulse which is available to accelerate particles to high energy.
